
ZERO-TRUST 
IDENTITY 
ASSURANCE

Armor Technologies delivers 

breakthrough and disruptive 

Zero-Trust Identity Assurance 

that drastically simplifies and 

strengthens trusted user and 

device access.

The Armor Platform delivers an 

identity governance control plane 

where from a single dashboard, 

the entire user access experience 

and identity lifecycle is managed. 

Users, their Digital Identity Tokens, 

and their access devices, are 

added to a customer specific 

Assurance Domain that enforces 

consensus authorization with 

asymmetrical cryptography and 

proprietary blockchain technology. 

Cyber security groups that layer on security products and static login 
rules are more likely to frustrate typical users trying to just do their 
job, rather than to deny attackers who often have years of experience 
exploiting security flaws.
 
WHY CAN’T USERS START THEIR PC LIKE THEY START THEIR CAR? 
Why can’t they change access to applications like changing the channel 
on a TV Remote? Why can’t they touch to login, like they touch and 
pay on a phone?

THE ARMOR APPROACH
Armor delivers Zero-Trust Identity Assurance that blocks any people, 
devices, or transactions – unless they have consensus authorization 
and are monitored by continuous multifactor identification. 

The Armor Platform provides a high level of assurance of a user’s 
identity using a Digital Identity Token, and assures trust via asymmetrical 
cryptography and proprietary private blockchain technology. 

CUSTOMER BENEFITS
• Users get one touch or no touch (proximity) login.
• Hackers are blocked from spoofing identity.
• Identity teams get single console control of the entire user   
 and device identity governance lifecycle.
• SecOps gets immediate notification and remediation of   
 malicious activity.
• Compliance teams get an immutable audit trail.

REDEFINING TRUST IN A 
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL WORLD

Armor replaces point-in-time username and password, with transparent and continuous 
multifactor identification that is easier to use and harder to hack.



Armor is delivered as a combination of hardware and middleware. Hardware is purchased as one-time charge. 
All software components, options, and Armor Care support, are priced as an aggregate monthly subscription 
price per user.

AIR ARMOR   Wearable Digital Identity token includes fingerprint biometrics and ultra-low power   
   GPS tracking.

ENDPOINT ARMOR  Installs on connected devices and listens for proximity-based communication with   
   Air Armor, and backend communication with Identity Armor.

IDENTITY ARMOR  Identity Server is a cloud SaaS or on-premise hub for end point connection, user   
   authentication, and workflow execution.

DIGITAL IDENTITY TOKEN
Armor offers two options for a biometric, proximity, and location-aware Digital 
Identity Token that enables one touch login. This is not a 2FA FOB, or simple 
biometric MFA.  Each token is a cryptographic and block chain enabled device.

KEY CAPABILITIES

THE ARMOR PLATFORM

DIGITAL YOU SINGLE SIGN ON
Armor combines various hard and soft factors to create a digital representation 
of the user. That information is continuously monitored to authenticate and 
authorized each user.

CONTINUOUS MULTIFACTOR IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
Armor replaces static login rules with behavioral profiling, and continuous 
adaptive authentication and authorization based on trust and risk indicators.  
Continuous identification happens before and after login, that adapts to 
changing conditions.

BLOCK ASSURANCE DOMAIN
Users, digital identity tokens, and connected devices all get an Armor Block.  
Each must be granted consensus authorization from Armor’s proprietary 
blockchain technology, before access or any activity can occur.

ASSURED OUTCOME ENGINE
Any combination of digital or physical access and use may be modeled and 
enforced from a single console. The intuitive workflow modeling utility allows 
business users to Assure Outcomes with central visibility and auditability.
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